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Diecast Toy Cars of the 1950s & 1960sThe Collector's GuideVeloce Publishing Ltd
A New Statesman Book of the Year London. A city apart. Inimitable. Or so it once seemed.
Spiralling from the outer limits of the Overground to the pinnacle of the Shard, Iain Sinclair
encounters a metropolis stretched beyond recognition. The vestiges of secret tunnels, the
ghosts of saints and lost poets lie buried by developments, the cycling revolution and Brexit.
An electrifying final odyssey, The Last London is an unforgettable vision of the Big Smoke
before it disappears into the air of memory.
When Richard Halliburton graduated from college, he chose adventure over a career, traveling
the world with almost no money. The Royal Road to Romance chronicles what happened as a
result, from a breakthrough Matterhorn ascent to being jailed for taking forbidden pictures on
Gibraltar. Halliburton's literary career developed out of his meticulous logging of events that
occurred on his own adventures. This book, his first, an account of his travels in 1921-23, was
a best-seller for three years and was translated into 15 languages.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Prize 2008
The Snowball is the first and will be the only biography of the world's richest man, Warren
Buffett, written with his full cooperation and collaboration. Combining a unique blend of "The
Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and philosophy, The Snowball is essential reading
for anyone wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his business and life success.
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Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even as a child he was fascinated by
the concept of risk and probability, setting up his first business at the age of six. In 1964 he
bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th
largest corporation in the US purely through the exercise of sound investing principles - a feat
never equalled in the annals of business. Despite an estimated net worth of around US$62
billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His
only indulgence is a private jet, an extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The
Indefensible". In 2006, he made the largest charitable donation on record, with most of it going
to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a comprehensive, richly
detailed insight one of the world's most extraordinary and much loved public figures.
Matchbox toys were ubiquitous items for children across the Western world. Originally labelled
Christmas-cracker trash by retailers and shopkeepers, the small-scale 1-75 series soon began
to see unprecedented worldwide sales in the 1950s. Smaller and cheaper than most of its
competitors' toys, Matchbox models were also far more accurately modelled, but the company
has nevertheless seen its own share of competition and challenging times over the years. In
this beautifully illustrated book, Matchbox collector Nick Jones tells the story of Matchbox and
its most famous toys, from the Coronation Coach to Hotwheels dragsters, and complements
the story with beautiful, previously unpublished photographs.
Traces the story of how ancient cultures envisioned artificial life, automata, self-moving devices
and human enhancements, sharing insights into how the mythologies of the past related to and
shaped ancient machine innovations.
This indispensable identification and price guide for toy car and truck collectors is now more
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comprehensive and easier to use than ever. The completely revised 3rd edition features a new
alphabetical organisation, a more in-depth table of contents, expanded categories and many
new photos for easier identification. Collectors will find over 300 categories and more than
15,000 listings, some of which are listed no where else. Listings are usually priced in three
grades of condition for a largest-ever total of nearly 45,000 current market value prices.

An in-depth guide to collecting diecast vehicles, including history, collecting
information, and prices.
Few men over forty never owned a dinky toy when they were a child. This is the
story of Britain’s favourite toy cars.
Tin toys had been made in Japan before the Second World War, but they
reached new heights of realism in the 1950s. The postwar American occupation
of Japan gave Japanese toymakers ready access to the lucrative American toy
market, and as a result most of the tin toy cars made in this period were based
on American vehicles like Cadillacs, Chevrolets, Buicks, Oldsmobiles and
Packards. Like the real things, these tin toys were big. A small one would be
around eight inches long, with some of the largest stretching to eighteen inches.
As such, tinplate was the ideal medium to capture the look of American styling of
the 1950s, a period when size mattered, and car manufacturers tried to outdo
each other with the extravagance of their designs, the size of their tailfins and the
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amount of chrome. During this era of consumerism, Japanese toy production was
at its peak, with exotically-named manufacturers like Marusan, Bandai,
Yonezawa and Alps turning out vast quantities of tin toys. It proved to be a shortlived phase in the history of toy production. By the early 1960s, tin toys were
falling out of fashion for various reasons: their sharp edges gave rise to safety
concerns; die-cast models were becoming increasingly realistic and
sophisticated, with many action features that appealed to children; the
development of plastics in the toy industry made tin toys look increasingly oldfashioned. Half a century later, there are very few surviving examples of these
magnificent playthings. Bruce Sterling of New York has devoted years to seeking
out the very best examples of Japanese tinplate cars and has built up what is
probably the world’s finest collection of these toys, every one of them in pristine
condition, complete with their original boxes which are works of art in themselves.
Tinplate Toy Cars of the 1950s & 1960s from Japan showcases 150 examples of
the very rarest Japanese tin toy cars, many of them never having been pictured
in books or magazines until now. Almost every major American motor
manufacturer is represented here, together with a selection of commercial
vehicles and a significant number of European cars, too. All are illustrated in full
colour and described in detail, and fascinating insights are provided into both the
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real vehicles and the companies that modelled them, together with a guide to
rarity and current values. This is a book that will be treasured, not only by
specialist collectors, but by all who are passionate about vintage toys and classic
vehicles.
This comprehensive listing, with 400 full-color photos, references all Dinky Toys
made. Collectors will find toy vehicles conveniently categorized by type for easy
reference, a valuable identification and valuation guide, which lists dates made,
colors, and prices, as well as a descriptive history of Dinky Toy production.
It's been called the greatest survival story of all time. In 1916, Ernest
Shackleton's ship the Endurance was trapped in pack ice, his supplies running
were out, his men were exhausted, cold and desperate. Shackleton faced a
horrible quandary: should he and the crew stay on a tiny inhospitable stretch of
Antarctic island with the winter setting in or make what was almost certainly a
doomed journey, sailing in a lifeboat across miles of the world's wildest ocean
and then trekking over unmapped glaciers to reach help? Showing astonishing
courage Shackleton and a small band of men set off in their boat. They faced
monstrous seas, icebergs, storms and vile seasickness. Even more
astonishingly, they survived. In 2013, explorer Tim Jarvis and a crew of five, set
out to replicate Shackletom's journey, using the same equipment, eating the
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same unpalatable food, facing the same hostile ocean and desolate conditions.
Here for the first time is the whole story of that trip, the wretched lows and the
occasional highs, the gruelling mental and physical toughness it takes to test
yourself in one of the last wildernesses on Earth. Moving between the past and
the present, and combining a thrilling survival story with over 200 beautiful
contemporary and historical photographs, this is a must-read book for all
Shackleton fans and lovers of epic adventure.
Tracing developments in toy making and marketing across the evolving
landscape of the 20th century, this encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference
guide to America's most popular playthings and the culture to which they belong.
• Nearly 200 alphabetically arranged entries document the historical and cultural
significance of toys • Cross-references and a listing of additional resources
accompany each entry and encourage further investigation • Photographs and
illustrations gathered from public and private collections across the country depict
the entire century of America at play • A guide to related topics identifies the
entries according to broader categories such as toys, designers, companies,
museums, events, and organizations • A resource guide provides information for
contacting American toy companies, accessing national toy museums, and
attending annual toy festivals, and offers many avenues for pursuing further
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information about toys and American culture including books, scholarly journals,
audio recordings, films, and websites
This classic work is now reissued with an additional 16-page colour section
showing much pre- and post-war equipment arranged in working layouts.
This updated second edition now includes over 575 brands, as opposed to the only 170
brands presented in the first book. Once again this full-color guide will include popular
contemporary brands such as Majorette, Tomica, Hot Wheels, Matchbox, Siku, Maisto,
Bburago, Johnny Lightnings, and many others featured together in detail, showing the
different models and thousands of variations. This extraordinary book is arranged
alphabetically by brand name with hundreds of color photographs, manufacturers,
model numbers, descriptions, scales, colors, distinguishing marks, and current market
values. It provides a helpful bibliography and guide to resources for finding more
diecast toys on the secondary market. 1998 values.
From his World Championship victory in 1988 to his controversial disputes the following
year and finally to his recapture of the title in 1990, Ayrton Senna has regularly made
the headlines. Yet many regard him as a shy and introverted personality.
This colorful book captures some of the most beautiful and rare scale models of
American Ford, Edsel, Lincoln, and Mercury cars and light trucks from the classic
1930-69 period. During the last thirty years, a small number of builders have devoted
themselves to making, by hand, model cars in scale. Often limited to only a few
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hundred pieces, these unusual and expensive models have flawless finishing and
astounding detail. For the first time ever in one source, the author has assembled
hundreds of high-resolution color photographs from his and others' private collections,
and from the builders themselves. Read about the history of these Ford replicas, the
cars they are modelled upon, and learn where you can get them. This book is a must
read for people who enjoy scale models and Ford Motor Company cars.
A NEW YORK TIMES AND WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE BOOK A 2018 BEST OF
THE YEAR SELECTION OF NPR * TIME * BUSTLE * O, THE OPRAH MAGAZINE *
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS * AMAZON.COM OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB 2018
SELECTION LONGLISTED FOR THE 2018 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION
“A moving portrayal of the effects of a wrongful conviction on a young African-American
couple.” —Barack Obama “Haunting . . . Beautifully written.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Brilliant and heartbreaking . . . Unforgettable.” —USA Today “A tense
and timely love story . . . Packed with brave questions about race and class.” —People
“Compelling.” —The Washington Post “Epic . . . Transcendent . . . Triumphant.” —Elle
Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are the embodiment of both the American Dream and the
New South. He is a young executive, and she is an artist on the brink of an exciting
career. But as they settle into the routine of their life together, they are ripped apart by
circumstances neither could have imagined. Roy is arrested and sentenced to twelve
years for a crime Celestial knows he didn’t commit. Though fiercely independent,
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Celestial finds herself bereft and unmoored, taking comfort in Andre, her childhood
friend, and best man at their wedding. As Roy’s time in prison passes, she is unable to
hold on to the love that has been her center. After five years, Roy’s conviction is
suddenly overturned, and he returns to Atlanta ready to resume their life together. This
stirring love story is a profoundly insightful look into the hearts and minds of three
people who are at once bound and separated by forces beyond their control. An
American Marriage is a masterpiece of storytelling, an intimate look deep into the souls
of people who must reckon with the past while moving forward—with hope and pain—into
the future.
Presents an alphabetical listing of manufacturers of diecast scale models, with the
names, model numbers, and current values of each toy
The book speaks to the widespread quest for concrete alternative ways forward
'beyond capitalism' in the face of the prevailing corporatocracy and a capitalist system
in crisis. It examines a number of institutions and practices now being built in the nooks
and crannies of present societies and that point beyond capitalism toward a more
equal, participatory, and democratic society – institutions such as cooperatives, public
banks, the commons, economic democracy. This seminal collection of critical studies
draws on academic and activist voices from the U.S. and Canada, Mexico, Cuba, and
Argentina, and from a variety of theoretical-political perspectives – Marxism, anarchism,
feminism, and Zapatismo.
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Meccano was first on the scene with its die-cast Dinky Toys of 1933. Lesney's
Matchbox series arrived twenty years later, at genuine pocket-money prices. And then
in 1956 Mettoy's Corgi Toys appeared, packed full of astounding gimmicks. From
incredibly humble beginnings - Lesney started life in a derelict north London pub - the
British toy car industry grew into a lucrative world-beater, with fierce rivalry developing
between the three main brands: Dinky, Matchbox and Corgi. Giles Chapman reveals
the fascinating story behind the battle to dominate Britain's toy car industry, and the
decline that drove it into history. This new edition benefits from expanded text, while still
featuring a nostalgic selection of photographs, looking back over a vibrant and
cherished chapter in British cultural memory.
-- An overview of NASCAR "RM" Winston Cup racing -- Die-cast collectibles for some of the
top Winston Cup Series drivers -- Biographies for some of the biggest names in auto racing -Up-to-date secondary market values
This encyclopedia provides vital information on every miniature die cast motor vehicle
manufacturer from around the world. Includes brand names, distributors and promoters of
these miniatures. The small-scale die cast models and toys, primarily in the range of Matchbox
(included) size vehicles, are about three inches in length or smaller. Inside are concise
company histories including the types of die cast they created and information to identify
specific models. Features hundreds of examples in full color.
The surge in the market for Corgi die-cast collectible toys has caused a demand for accurate,
updated information on them - with Collecting Corgi Toys, readers will find everything they're
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looking for. This reference documents the history of the company and the evolution of its
products from 1956 to 1984, and provides essential data and pricing for every toy produced in
that time.Over 600 listings for toys and full sets include catalog number, year of introduction,
last year produced, colors, identification notes, and current market value in British Pounds and
U.S. Dollars. Corgi fans will find all their favorites inside, including racecars, service vehicles,
military models, film and TV models, special models and much more. Nearly 150 full-color
photos detail the most rare Corgi toys and sets on the market.·
This magnificent book covers the entire period of Corgi production, which commenced with the
showing
From the bestselling author and illustrator behind the million-copy THE WONKY DONKEY
book comes WILLBEE THE BUMBLEBEE, a catchy rhyme with endearing illustrations that will
leave you buzzing!"With his new jersey on, he got back his hum, all his bits were warmed up...
even his bum!"Willbee the bumblebee is so embarrassed when he realises that his stripy
jumper has caught on a rose thorn and completely unravelled, showing his bare bum! With
help from Monica the butterfly and Steve the spider, Willbee recovers his jumper and is back to
buzzing around the garden in no time.
The revolutionary literary vision that sowed the seeds of Objectivism, Ayn Rand's
groundbreaking philosophy, and brought her immediate worldwide acclaim. This modern
classic is the story of intransigent young architect Howard Roark, whose integrity was as
unyielding as granite...of Dominique Francon, the exquisitely beautiful woman who loved Roark
passionately, but married his worst enemy...and of the fanatic denunciation unleashed by an
enraged society against a great creator. As fresh today as it was then, Rand’s provocative
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novel presents one of the most challenging ideas in all of fiction—that man’s ego is the
fountainhead of human progress... “A writer of great power. She has a subtle and ingenious
mind and the capacity of writing brilliantly, beautifully, bitterly...This is the only novel of ideas
written by an American woman that I can recall.”—The New York Times
This 25th anniversary edition of Steven Levy's classic book traces the exploits of the computer
revolution's original hackers -- those brilliant and eccentric nerds from the late 1950s through
the early '80s who took risks, bent the rules, and pushed the world in a radical new direction.
With updated material from noteworthy hackers such as Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Richard
Stallman, and Steve Wozniak, Hackers is a fascinating story that begins in early computer
research labs and leads to the first home computers. Levy profiles the imaginative brainiacs
who found clever and unorthodox solutions to computer engineering problems. They had a
shared sense of values, known as "the hacker ethic," that still thrives today. Hackers captures
a seminal period in recent history when underground activities blazed a trail for today's digital
world, from MIT students finagling access to clunky computer-card machines to the DIY culture
that spawned the Altair and the Apple II.

A guide for collectors discusses the history of die-cast toy cars of the 1950s and
1960s and surveys the companies that manufactured the toys around the world,
including such major names as Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys, Solido, Tekno, and
Tootsietoy.
This autobiography was originally written in 1946 by eight-victory WWII Fighter
Ace, Jack Ilfrey. This new edition has been expanded with many new
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photographs (many never before published), a special color photo section, and
three detailed aircraft profile paintings.
Having promised his soul to the Devil in exchange for good fortune, Jabez Stone
asks the talented lawyer Daniel Webster to get him out of the bargain. But how
will that turn out?
Juan Manuel Fangio's name is indelibly inscribed in the record books and many
consider him to be the greatest driver in history. It was 46 years before his record
of five World Championships was beaten, but even now he is still remembered
for an exceptional Formula 1 career which contained some of the greatest
displays of skill and daring ever seen. Few though know of his almost superhuman exploits in epic South American road races that made competition at the
pinnacle of motor sport seem like child's play. Gerald Donaldson chronicles not
only those arduous early competitions but also his long journey from humble
origins in remote Argentina to the lofty heights of international celebrity.
Before the Internet became widely known as a global tool for terrorists, one
perceptive U.S. citizen recognized its ominous potential. Armed with clear
evidence of computer espionage, he began a highly personal quest to expose a
hidden network of spies that threatened national security. But would the
authorities back him up? Cliff Stoll's dramatic firsthand account is "a computerPage 13/14
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age detective story, instantly fascinating [and] astonishingly gripping"
(Smithsonian). Cliff Stoll was an astronomer turned systems manager at
Lawrence Berkeley Lab when a 75-cent accounting error alerted him to the
presence of an unauthorized user on his system. The hacker's code name was
"Hunter"—a mysterious invader who managed to break into U.S. computer
systems and steal sensitive military and security information. Stoll began a oneman hunt of his own: spying on the spy. It was a dangerous game of deception,
broken codes, satellites, and missile bases—a one-man sting operation that finally
gained the attention of the CIA . . . and ultimately trapped an international spy
ring fueled by cash, cocaine, and the KGB.
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